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QUESTION 1

View the exhibit. 

Which of the following statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. This setup requires at least two firewall policies with the action set to IPsec. 

B. Dead peer detection must be disabled to support this type of IPsec setup. 

C. The TunnelB route is the primary route for reaching the remote site. The TunnelA route is used only if the TunnelB
VPN is down. 

D. This is a redundant IPsec setup. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A network administrator is troubleshooting an IPsec tunnel between two FortiGate devices. The administrator has
determined that phase 1 fails to come up. The administrator has also re-entered the preshared key on both FortiGate
devices to make sure they match. 

Based on the phase 1 configuration and the diagram shown in the exhibit, which two configuration changes will bring
phase 1 up? (Choose two.) 

A. On HQ-FortiGate, set IKE mode to Main (ID protection). 

B. On both FortiGate devices, set Dead Peer Detection to On Demand. 

C. On HQ-FortiGate, disable Diffie-Helman group 2. 

D. On Remote-FortiGate, set port2 as Interface. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

In the network shown in the exhibit, the web client cannot connect to the HTTP web server. The administrator runs the
FortiGate built-in sniffer and gets the output as shown in the exhibit. 

What should the administrator do next to troubleshoot the problem? 

A. Run a sniffer on the web server. 

B. Capture the traffic using an external sniffer connected to port1. 

C. Execute another sniffer in the FortiGate, this time with the filter "host 10.0.1.10" 

D. Execute a debug flow. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which two statements are correct regarding FortiGate FSSO agentless polling mode? (Choose two.) 

A. FortiGate points the collector agent to use a remote LDAP server. 

B. FortiGate uses the AD server as the collector agent. 

C. FortiGate uses the SMB protocol to read the event viewer logs from the DCs. 

D. FortiGate queries AD by using the LDAP to retrieve user group information. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

Fortigate Infrastructure 7.0 Study Guide P.272-273 https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD47732 

 

QUESTION 5

Which downstream FortiGate VDOM is used to join the Security Fabric when split-task VDOM is enabled on all
FortiGate devices? 

A. Root VDOM 

B. FG-traffic VDOM 

C. Customer VDOM 

D. Global VDOM 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements are correct about SLA targets? (Choose two.) 

A. You can configure only two SLA targets per one Performance SLA. 

B. SLA targets are optional. 

C. SLA targets are required for SD-WAN rules with a Best Quality strategy. 

D. SLA targets are used only when referenced by an SD-WAN rule. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.2.0/cookbook/382233/performance-sla-sla-targets 
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QUESTION 7

Examine the IPS sensor configuration shown in the exhibit, and then answer the question below. 

An administrator has configured the WINDOWS_SERVERS IPS sensor in an attempt to determine whether the influx of
HTTPS traffic is an attack attempt or not. After applying the IPS sensor, FortiGate is still not generating any IPS logs for
the HTTPS traffic. 

What is a possible reason for this? 

A. The IPS filter is missing the Protocol: HTTPS option. 

B. The HTTPS signatures have not been added to the sensor. 

C. A DoS policy should be used, instead of an IPS sensor. 
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D. A DoS policy should be used, instead of an IPS sensor. 

E. The firewall policy is not using a full SSL inspection profile. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

Review the Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) profile signature settings. Which statement is correct in adding the
FTP.Login.Failed signature to the IPS sensor profile? 

A. The signature setting uses a custom rating threshold. 

B. The signature setting includes a group of other signatures. 

C. Traffic matching the signature will be allowed and logged. 

D. Traffic matching the signature will be silently dropped and logged. 

Correct Answer: D 

Action is drop, signature default action is listed only in the signature, it would only match if action was set to default. 

 

QUESTION 9

Why does FortiGate Keep TCP sessions in the session table for several seconds, even after both sides (client and
server) have terminated the session? 

A. To allow for out-of-order packets that could arrive after the FIN/ACK packets 

B. To finish any inspection operations 

C. To remove the NAT operation 
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D. To generate logs 

Correct Answer: A 

TCP provides the ability for one end of a connection to terminate its output while still receiving data from the other end.
This is called a half-close. FortiGate unit implements a specific timer before removing an 

entry in the firewall session table. 

 

QUESTION 10

Examine this FortiGate configuration: 

How does the FortiGate handle web proxy traffic coming from the IP address 10.2.1.200 that requires authorization? 

A. It always authorizes the traffic without requiring authentication. 

B. It drops the traffic. 

C. It authenticates the traffic using the authentication scheme SCHEME2. 

D. It authenticates the traffic using the authentication scheme SCHEME1. 

Correct Answer: D 

"What happens to traffic that requires authorization, but does not match any authentication rule? The active and passive
SSO schemes to use for those cases is defined under config authentication setting" 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit to view the application control profile. 
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Users who use Apple FaceTime video conferences are unable to set up meetings. 

In this scenario, which statement is true? 

A. Apple FaceTime belongs to the custom monitored filter. 

B. The category of Apple FaceTime is being monitored. 

C. Apple FaceTime belongs to the custom blocked filter. 

D. The category of Apple FaceTime is being blocked. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 12

Which statements about the firmware upgrade process on an active-active HA cluster are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The firmware image must be manually uploaded to each FortiGate. 

B. Only secondary FortiGate devices are rebooted. 

C. Uninterruptable upgrade is enabled by default. 

D. Traffic load balancing is temporally disabled while upgrading the firmware. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the exhibit. 

Given the security fabric topology shown in the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. There are five devices that are part of the security fabric. 

B. Device detection is disabled on all FortiGate devices. 

C. This security fabric topology is a logical topology view. 

D. There are 19 security recommendations for the security fabric. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/5.6.0/cookbook/761085/results
https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortimanager/6.2.0/new-features/736125/security-fabric-topology 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement about video filtering on FortiGate is true? 

A. Full SSL Inspection is not required. 

B. It is available only on a proxy-based firewall policy. 

C. It inspects video files hosted on file sharing services. 

D. Video filtering FortiGuard categories are based on web filter FortiGuard categories. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/7.0.0/new-features/190873/video-filtering 

 

QUESTION 15

Which CLI command allows administrators to troubleshoot Layer 2 issues, such as an IP address conflict? 

A. get system status 

B. get system performance status 

C. diagnose sys top 

D. get system arp 

Correct Answer: D 

"If you suspect that there is an IP address conflict, or that an IP has been assigned to the wrong device, you may need
to look at the ARP table." 
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